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Setting Up Germ City Tent  

1.  Open the storage case and duffle bag. Set aside the extension cord 
from the storage case.  Set aside the black fabric cover and black 
decorated interior panels, and mailing tubes containing the black lights 
and hand washing posters.  

2.  Tent frame.  Open tent frame until fully extended, button on corners will 
click into place.  

3.  Painted inside panels. Use the velcro tabs at the top of the painted 
panel to attach the fabric panels to the tent frame. Face decorated side 
toward the center of the tent on sides A and C. 
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4.  Zippered side and door panels. Attach side panels to tent sides A and 
C with velcro tabs at the top of each panel.  Attach door panels to sides 
B and D of the tent with velcro tabs at the top of the door panels.  

5.  Attach side and door panels together 12-15 inches starting at the top 
corner. (You will complete attaching sides together after the tent poles 
are fully extended.)   

6.  Black lights. Remove the black lights and secure to the tent frame using 
work light hook, 2 velcro straps or 2 plastic cable ties per light. Lights on 
sides A and C work best. 

7.  Plug black light into extension cord.  (Place electrical cords away from 
walking path of participants, to prevent tripping hazards.) 
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8.  Center roof over top of frame. Pull cover over each corner before 
pulling down completely. 

9.  Extend tent poles. Have a person at each corner. Place foot on tab at 
bottom of tent pole. Together, extend tent poles until buttons on poles 
click into place. (Make sure all poles are extended equally. If used 
outdoors, secure with stakes if the ground is uneven or area is windy.)   

10.   Posters.  Attach the hand washing posters to the front of the Germ City 
tent. 

11.  Germ City set-up is complete. 

12.   Reverse the steps to disassemble. 
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